WEB SECURITY
STAY SAFE WHEREVER YOU GO.

On August 6, 1991, the first website was
introduced to the world. The inventor was
Sir Tim Berners-Lee and he had developed
HTML, HTTP and URLs — the building
blocks for creating websites — all on his
NeXT computer designed by Steve Jobs.
30 years on the use of the web is second
nature and is home to approximately 2 billion
websites.
The world wide web has become invaluable,
but it is also fraught with danger, unpleasant
content, and cyber criminals.

99%

of cyber-attacks
originate from email or web

91%

of malware dependant
on web connectivity to be successful

WEBSECURITY

THE REAL PROBLEM
As technology keeps evolving rapidly and the security methods need to follow at
speed. Especially when remote working is an option for any organisation, legacy onpremises internet gateways have become cumbersome and expensive to manage,
and corporate firewalls can no longer ensure protection for all employees.
That is why, at METCLOUD we offer Web Security Services tailored at your needs.
100% CLOUD OPERATING SYSTEM AND THREAT INTELLIGENCE PLATFORM.
DNS OVERVIEW
Not all websites are safe for access and organisations trust that their employees are
practicing safe browsing. However, this is not enough, security needs to be in place as
something can slip through.
DNS filtering scans all web requests to control which content users have access to.
DNS filter is not only blocking the website, but administrators also have control to
create rules and policies to dictate which content should be allowed or not, enforcing
the organisation’s Acceptable Use Policy (AUP).
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WHERE DOES DNS FILTERING FIT IN AN EXISTING SECURITY ENVIRONMENT
Regardless of which security solutions you may have in place today, your business
may be blind to its DNS traffic, as many are. It is quite common to practice other
security solutions along with a DNS filter.
A common mistake is that many solutions offer a last line of defence (any that
come pre-installed on your machine). They can protect against the download of
potentially malicious files, but cannot enforce acceptable web use policies, protect
against website spoofing, or credential harvesting attacks.
Moreover, they do not cover employees outside their premises perimeter.
Therefore, it is so important to have a solution that is dedicated to monitoring and
reporting on the activity happening at your DNS layer.

“OUR WEB SECURITY SERVICES CAN PROTECT YOUR EMPLOYEES
WHEREVER THEY GO, WHATEVER THEY CLICK ON.”
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WEB SECURITY OVERVIEW: HOW DOES IT WORK
Our Web Security Services protect against malicious activities coming from or
going out to the internet at the DNS layer. It also supports and enforces AUP by
stopping users from accessing inappropriate websites. We provide application
visibility and assisting on helping, monitoring, identifying and control your cloud
application use.
Identify, monitor, and control cloud applications to reduce shadow IT risks
Protects employees everywhere they go, and your guest Wi-Fi networks
Enables site, user, and group-specific policies and exception lists
Intelligent proxy inspects content and file downloads from suspicious sites
Browser Isolation Service to allow safe access to new, uncategorized sites
Historical web access audit logging that can be exported to csv files
Login to identify endpoint users without hindering productivity
Identify, monitor, and control cloud applications to reduce shadow IT risks
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HOW METCLOUD CAN HELP
Our Web Security platform uses over 40 different detection engines and data
intelligence feeds sourced from a variety of proprietary and commercial solutions
to drive efficiency, speed, and efficacy.
METCLOUD’s comprehensive blend of security and intelligence technologies are
doubling down to secure potential threat vectors before they can be utilized. This
allows you to not only stay up to date with the latest and most dangerous threats
but get ahead of attacks before cyber criminals have a chance to infect you..

KEY BENEFITS WITH METCLOUD
Proactive Defence
Mitigate shadow IT risks brought about by uncontrolled app proliferation
Enforce Acceptable Web Use
Visibility and Reporting
Protect your guest Wi-Fi users
Fast Implementation time
Protect your organisation and employees all the time irrespective of location
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Why METCLOUD?
Award winning company for cybersecurity, innovation, and excellence. Our vision
is to be the global brand of choice for next generation cybersecure cloud services.
Our services have been architected with security by design. Ransomware, Cloud
vulnerabilities, Phishing attacks Social engineering and vulnerability management are
the five top global security threats. METCLOUD’s portfolio of cyber security and cloud
services will ensure that you protect, defend, and mitigate any potential cyber attack
irrespective of how it was carried out.
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Let’s get connected.

02/2022

Call 0121 227 0730
and speak to one
of our experts.

Email the team.
hello@metcloud.com

Visit our website for
more information.
metcloud.com

